A short overview of theoretical predictions for various kaon decays is presented. Particular attention is devoted to pure and radiative nonleptonic decays in the framework of Chiral Perturbation Theory. The relevance of KLOE's future results [1, 2] to improve our knowledge of kaon physics and more generally of the Standard Model at low energy is also emphasized.
Introduction
Kaon decays offer a unique possibility to test strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions (i.e. the Standard Model) at low energies. At the same time, through flavour-changing neutral current and CP -violating processes, kaon decays are sensitive to new physics up to the TeV scale. The interest and the variety of such decays (see e.g. Tab. 1) is definitely too large to be covered in this talk and we refer to some recent reviews [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ] for a comprehensive analysis. 
The natural tool to analyze the Standard Model at low energies is Chiral Perturbation Theory [7] (CHPT), in its SU(3) version if we are interested in processes involving the strange quark. Within this framework kaon decays play a twofold role. On one side semileptonic transitions let us to explore the strong sector of the chiral Lagrangian, answering to fundamental questions like the chiral behaviour of the quark condensate. On the other side nonleptonic and radiative decays help us to understand the chiral realization of the weak four-quark effective hamiltonian, unravelling possibly short-distance effects.
In this talk we concentrate on nonleptonic processes. Few interesting topics in semilepto-nic decays are just mentioned whereas the problem of CP violation in K → 2π is completely omitted. Both these subjects are discussed elsewhere in these proceedings [7, 8, 9 ].
Semileptonic decays
The SU(3) version of CHPT is based on the assumption that the SU(3) L ×SU(3) R symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian in the chiral limit (m u = m d = m s ) is spontaneously broken and that the corresponding Goldstone modes can be identified with the octet of light pseudoscalar mesons (π, K, η 8 ). The approach is then to build the most general Lagrangian consistent with the SU(3) L × SU(3) R symmetry in terms of the Goldstone boson fields, and add to it the soft-breaking terms induced by quark masses. Such a Lagrangian is not renormalizable and in principle contains an infinite number of arbitrary constants. Nevertheless, if we are interested in low energy processes we can expand the transition amplitudes up to a given order in powers of pseudoscalar masses and momenta and consider only a finite number of such constants. Table 2 : Occurrence of the low-energy coupling constants L 1 , . . . , L 10 and of the anomaly in kaon semileptonic decays [11] . In K µ4 decays, the same constants as in the electron mode (displayed here) occur. In addition, L 6 and L 8 enter in the channels
Gauging the global symmetry SU(3) L ×SU(3) R leads to describe, in terms of the 'strong' chiral Lagrangian, also semileptonic transitions at O(G F ). The relevance of these processes for the determination of the constants L i appearing in the O(p 4 ) (next-to-leading order) chiral Lagrangian [10] is shown in Tab. 2 [11] . Since to date all the L i have been determined phenomenologically, the picture of semileptonic decays is complete and offers the possibility of precise and interesting tests of the Standard Model.
Among the various tests it is worthwhile to mention at least two examples of particular interest for KLOE: the determination of the scalar form-factor λ 0 in K µ3 and the determination of ππ phase shifts near threshold in K e4 (Figs. 1-2 ). In both cases there are firm CHPT predictions whereas the present experimental situation is not clear [12] . In the case of ππ phase shifts, recently calculated up to two loops, i.e. at O(p 6 ), both in CHPT [14] and (in degrees) as a function of the ππ centerof-mass energy. Dotted, dash-dotted and full lines denote respectively tree, one-loop and two-loop CHPT results [14] . The bars indicate the results of the K e4 experiment of Rosselet et al. [17] .
in 'generalized CHPT' [15] , accurate data could tell us which is the behaviour of the quark condensate in the chiral limit [7, 8] .
Nonleptonic decays
The operator product expansion (OPE) let us to compute nonleptonic |∆S| = 1 transitions at low energies (µ ≪ M W ) by means of an effective four-fermion Lagrangian [18, 19] :
The four-fermion operators O i contain only light fermion fields ψ l (m f < µ), whereas the Wilson coefficients C i (µ) depend on the heavy degrees of freedom integrated out. The renormalization scale µ introduces an artificial distinction between short-and long-distance effects: the µ-dependence of the C i (µ) that parametrizes short-distance effects is cancelled by the µ-dependence of the four-fermion operator matrix elements between initial and final hadronic states.
The Wilson coefficients can be calculated reliably using renormalization group techniques down to µ > ∼ m c , where QCD is still in a perturbative regime. Recently the C i (µ) have been calculated at the next-to-leading order [18, 19] drastically reducing the theoretical uncertainties on the short-distance part of Eq. (1). The main source of uncertainties in nonleptonic kaon decays is therefore the evaluation of the four-fermion operator matrix elements.
There are two ways to approach this problem. On one side we can try to use nonperturbative techniques (lattice QCD, 1/N c expansion, resonance saturation, etc...) to estimate the matrix elements of the operators O i . On the other side, following CHPT assumptions, we can use the symmetry properties of the four-fermion lagrangian under SU(3) L × SU(3) R to construct its realization in terms of the pseudo Goldstone-boson fields. The second solution is certainly less predictive, since a number of low-energy constants must be introduced, but is the most systematic and in many cases the most reliable. Nonetheless the two approaches are complementary. Up to date non-perturbative techniques are not accurate enough to fix all the unknown couplings of the CHPT Lagrangian, but in future we may expect that the two approaches will merge yielding a systematic and completely predictive picture of nonleptonic decays.
The lowest-order chiral realization of the four-fermion Lagrangian (1) is very simple
where
and W
1 . The two unknown couplings, naively expected to be of the order of sin θ C × G F , can be fixed from the K → 2π widths. In this case one finds
where the suppression of the ratio G 27 /G 8 is a consequence of the phenomenological enhancement of ∆I = 1/2 transitions.
The Lagrangian (2) let us to predict the decay amplitudes of K → 3π, K → 2πγ and K → 3πγ in terms of G 8 and G 27 . However, in many cases, the lowest order predictions are not accurate enough to describe present data and a complete O(p 4 ) analysis is needed. This is even more evident for processes like K → πl + l − , K → γγ and K → πγγ where the lowest order predictions vanish.
The next-to-leading order structure of the nonleptonic Lagrangian is quite complicated since the number of independent operators substantially increase. The analysis of such operators, started by Ecker, Pich and de Rafael in the radiative sector [21, 22] , has been completed by Kambor, Missimer and Wyler both for the octet and the 27-plet components [23] . In the case of the octet sector a useful basis has been introduced in Ref. [24] , where the number of independent operators has been reduced to 37. As can be noticed from Fig. 3 , in the basis of Ecker, Kambor and Wyler [24] the octet operators are organized in such a way that only few of them occur in a definite nonleptonic process. In principle there are enough observables (particularly in the radiative sector) both to disentangle several N i and to perform consistency checks of the CHPT approach [25, 26] . Unfortunately present data do not allow to fulfill this program but the situation will certainly change after the completion of the KLOE experiment. We stress that a better knowledge of the N i is not only useful by itself but also to discriminate among the various non-perturbative hadronization models. 
K → 3π
K → 3π amplitudes are usually expanded in terms of the Dalitz Plot variables X and Y [25] :
Present data are well described by an expansion up to quadratic terms (higher powers of X and Y belong to high angular momentum states). The O(p 2 ) CHPT predictions are non-vanishing only for constant and linear terms [27] . Quadratic slopes and re-scattering phases are generated at O(p 4 ) [28] . The assumption of isospin symmetry and the inclusion of re-scattering phases up to linear terms provide us with a parametrization of the decay amplitudes of the five CP -conserving processes, Re-scattering phases cannot be extracted by a simple analysis of K → 3π widths. The best way to experimentally access to the 3π phases is through time-interference measurements in the neutral channel K L,S → π + π − π 0 [31, 29] . This method has recently let to observe the rare K S → π + π − π 0 decay [32, 33] (a pure ∆I = 3/2 transition). Unfortunately present data are affected by large errors and do not to allow to test O(p 4 ) effects both in the real and in the imaginary parts of the amplitudes. A significant improvement on this kind of measurements is expected at KLOE.
Another interesting aspect of K → 3π decays are the direct CP -violating asymmetries. In this case the CHPT approach does not allow to make firm predictions since we have not a good control on the imaginary parts of the low-energy constants. Nevertheless, using the available information from K → 2π (experimental and lattice QCD results) it is still possible to put interesting upper bounds on these asymmetries [34, 35, 6] . In particular, within the Standard Model we can exclude the possibility to observe such effects at KLOE.
K → 2πγ and K → 3πγ
In processes with one photon in the final state it is useful to expand the decay widths in terms of the photon energy E γ :
QED implies that the first two terms in the expansion (i.e. the bremsstrahlung contribution) can be unambiguously predicted in terms of the corresponding non-radiative amplitude [36] and vanish if the transition involves only neutral particles. On the contrary, O(E γ ) terms are 'structure dependent' and receive contributions from the so-called direct-emission amplitudes.
In the framework of CHPT bremsstrahlung amplitudes are non-vanishing already at O(p 2 ) whereas direct emission ones, both of electric and magnetic type, are generated only at O(p 4 ) [26] . Interestingly in four-meson processes CHPT allow to extend the concept of bremsstrahlung relating also the dominant O(E γ ) effect in (7) to the corresponding nonradiative process [37] 2 .
A complete O(p 4 ) analysis has been performed both for K → 2πγ [38, 39] and K → 3πγ [40] decays. The first ones turn out to be very promising to extract information on several N i combinations, the others are interesting to test the concept of 'generalized bremsstrahlung'. Unfortunately present data on direct emission amplitudes are not very accurate, especially in the K S → π + π − γ case and in all K → 3πγ channels. KLOE will certainly improve the present situation and with some effort might even succeed in detecting the very rare
Two photon decays
Decays with two photons in the final state are very interesting in the framework of CHPT [26] . The first non-vanishing contribution to the decay amplitudes of K S → γγ [41, 42] and
and is generated only by (finite) loop diagrams. The above amplitudes are thus unambiguously predicted in terms of G 8 and G 27 . In the K S case the theoretical branching ratio is in good agreement with the experimental result [43] , on the contrary
The reason of this discrepancy can be traced back to the problem of O(p 6 ) unitarity corrections and resonance contributions which affect K L → π 0 γγ but not K S → γγ (see e.g. Refs. [46, 47, 48] ). Indeed, in K S → γγ unitarity corrections to the K → ππ vertex are already included in the constant G 8 and vector-meson contributions are forbidden by kinematics. The estimate of the O(p 6 ) local terms in K L → π 0 γγ is model dependent and a good resolution on the diphoton energy spectrum is needed to distinguish among various models (Figs. 4-5 ).
Also in K
+ → π + γγ the decay amplitude is at least of O(p 4 ) and the sum of the O(p 4 ) loop diagrams is finite, however in this case there is an additional O(p 4 ) contribution from counterterms [22] . Preliminary results form the BNL-E787 experiment [51] indicate that the diphoton energy spectrum of this decay is consistent with the CHPT prediction for a reasonable value of the counterterm combination. In analogy to the K L → π 0 γγ case, it is possible that O(p 6 ) effects play an important role also in K + → π + γγ: recently D'Ambrosio and Portolés have shown that unitarity corrections are large [52] , at least as in K L → π 0 γγ, whereas local contributions are likely to be suppressed [49] .
Substantially different from the previous decays are the K L → γγ and K L → γ * γ * transitions. Here at O(p 4 ) there are no loop contributions and the π 0 -and η-pole diagrams cancel each other due to the Gell-Mann-Okubo relation. In general O(p 6 ) effects are strongly model dependent, nevertheless a interesting and consistent picture of both K L → γγ * and K → πγγ decays has been recently proposed [49] . It is worthwhile to stress that a better understanding, both from the theoretical and the experimental point of view, of K L → γ * γ * form factors could help to disentangle interesting short-distance effects in
The decay amplitudes of 
The K L → π 0 e + e − decay is very interesting to study short-distance effects. Here we can distinguish three contributions: a short-distance dominated and direct CP -violating term [56] , the indirect CP -violating process K L → K S → π 0 e + e − and the CP -conserving two-photon re-scattering K L → π 0 γγ → π 0 e + e − . The short-distance contribution can be calculated unambiguously and yields [56] 
where the error is dominated by the poor knowledge of the CKM matrix elements involved. On the contrary the other two contributions are affected by large theoretical uncertainties. According to Eq. (8) the K S contribution lies between 3×10 −13 and 3×10 −11 . The absorptive part of the photon re-scattering yields [46, 58, 49] BR CP −cons (K L → π 0 e + e − )| abs = (0.3 − 1.8) × 10 −12 ,
where the error is related to the uncertainty on the diphoton spectrum of K L → π 0 γγ at small m γγ , the dispersive part -expected to be of the same order-is even more model dependent [58] .
If the indirect CP -violating and the CP -conserving contributions were calculable with reasonable accuracy, or better if it was found that are negligible with respect to the direct CP -violating one, an observation of K L → π 0 e + e − (within the reach of future facilities [53] ) would provide an important window on short-distance physics. To this purpose KLOE plays an important role. Indeed this experiment should be able both to measure BR(K S → π 0 e + e − ) (or to put an upper bound on it at the level of 10 −9 ) and to improve our knowledge on the diphoton spectrum of K L → π 0 γγ.
Conclusions
In this short overview we have discussed different aspects of kaon decays with particular attention to those cases where new measurements could provide important theoretical insights. The main points of our discussion are briefly summarized in Tab. 1 and we will not repeat them here. Our discussion was rather qualitative and far from being complete. Nonetheless we hope to have outlined some of the unique features of kaon decays in testing the Standard Model at different energy scales and, within this context, the important role foreseen for KLOE.
3 The counterterm combinations of K S → π 0 e + e − and K + → π + µ + µ − are correlated within specific hadronization hypotheses, in a wide class of models [21, 55] one gets BR(K S → π 0 e + e − ) ≃ 5 × 10 −10 .
